A new, accurate, and nondiffusive method for three-dimensional advection of trace species is presented. The method preserves tracer structures by conserving the second-order moments of the spatial distribution of tracer during advection. Tracer concentrations are represented by separate, second-order polynomials within each grid box. This second-order moments method has been shown, in typical tests for advective schemes, to be equal or superior to presently available methods in terms of absolute accuracy, numerical diffusion, and computational cost.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation of the spatial distribution and chemical interaction of trace elements throughout the atmosphere and ocean often requires accurate numerical advection of trace species. In many such "tracer-transport" problems it is assumed that the global velocity field is given and that the "tracer" is transported passively along with the mean flow. Furthermore, the abundance of these tracers is regarded to be sufficiently small so that physical and chemical transformations which produce or destroy tracers do not change the general mass field. This paper presents a new, stable and nondispersive method for numerical advection of tracers in three dimensions. The focus is on atmospheric applications and on a class of scientific problems ranging from regional studies of air pollution [e.g., Seinfeld, 1975; Mahlman and Sinclair, 1977; Eliassen, 1980; Graedel and Schiavone, 1981; McRae et al., 1982; McRae and Seinfeld, 1983 ] to global simulations of natural and anthropogenic trace gases [e.g., Mahlman and Moxim, 1978; Holton, 1981; Levy et al., 1982; Steed et al., 1982; Tunq, 1982; Funq et al., 1983; Ko et al., 1984] .
The continuity equation for a fluid with a three-dimensional velocity field (u, v, w) may be written as positive tracer concentrations during advection, but they tend to numerically disperse steep gradients in the tracer distribution. Furthermore, high-order schemes which are less diffusive often require small time steps for stability and accuracy. The method proposed here, conservation of second-order moments, appears to include the best qualities of most other methods: (1) conservation of tracer; (2) positive tracer concentration can be maintained during advection; (3) stable for large time steps up to the Courant limit (that is, the entire box is moved in one time step); (4) accurate when compared with analytic solutions for a nondivergent flow; and (5) high effective grid resolution (that is, resolves and advects structures on the order of the grid size).
The method used in this paper is not related to the secondmoments technique proposed by Egan and Mahoney [1972] . Their procedure describes the tracer distribution as a number of small, discrete rectilinear clumps of tracer, at most one per box, which move as rigid objects both within and between boxes. It does not allow for continuous distribution of tracer within each box and does not include the necessary cross terms. The new second-order moments method is not a classical "second-order" polynomial advection scheme; its accuracy compares favorably with fourth-order differencing schemes. (See Russell and Lerner [1981] for comparison of first-order moments with fourth-order polynomial schemes). The new approach to advection of tracers is straightforward and does not involve free parameters, unphysical velocity fields [e.g., Smolarkiewicz, 1983 ], or iterative steps. It is based on Russell and
Lerner's [1981] idea of upstream advection with slopes.
In section 2, upstream transport and second-order tracer distributions are described. The moments of the tracer distribution about the center of a grid box are formally defined and are related to the polynomial distribution f(x, y, z) in section 3. Section 3 presents the formulae which describe how the moments of a grid box are decomposed into a unique set of moments centered about each subbox and how they are reassembled into new grid boxes. Section 4 gives a one-dimensional example of tracer transport and derives limits necessary to maintain positive tracer concentrations. Section 5 examines analytically the accuracy and stability of this method and presents numerical experiments testing the effective resolution. The second-order moments method is compared with other methods for numerical advection of tracers in section 6.
UPSTREAM ADVECTIVE TRANSPORT
Upstream methods traditionally employ a staggered grid with f evaluated at the center of each grid box and (u, v, w) defined at the boundaries, as in (3) and (4) [e.g., Haitinet and Williams, 1980, p. 130 ]. This technique is mathematically equivalent to treating the grid boxes as volumes of uniform concentration, integrating the appropriate volume from the upwind box (that is, u At), adding it to the primary box (which has had a corresponding fraction of its volume sent downwind), and then thoroughly mixing within the box. Russell and Lerner [1981] noted that within each grid box the tracer concentrations need not be uniform but could include gradients of tracer concentration. They formulated the advection step therefore as an integral in which the flux of material entering a box in a given time step is calculated by integrating over the tracer distribution in the upstream box. After each advective step the slope of the tracer distribution is reevaluated from the different subvolumes which comprise the new grid box. This technique is employed here. Consider the case in which the tracer mixing ratio is represented globally by a continuous second-order polynomial, as in (5). Upstream advection, which is equivalent to a translation or rotation of coordinates, would preserve this tracer distribution if second-order moments were conserved. The calculated advection of a tracer for one time step with the upstream algorithm involves, first, the decomposition of a grid box into two or more rectilinear subboxes. The volume (mass) of each subbox corresponds to the fraction of the original box which would either be advected to an adjacent grid box or would remain in the original grid box. Each subunit retains the original, second-order polynomial distribution of tracer f(x, y, z) but will have new, local moments with respect to its center of mass. Then the advected subunits are gathered within their destination grid box and a new tracer distribution of the same form f(x, y, z) is derived from the moments of the subunits.
Each grid box is treated as a separate entity with a continuous internal distribution of tracer and with an inevitable dis
The numerical scheme conserves the total tracer abundance (zeroth-order moment), the mean slope of tracer distribution in the three dimensions (three first-order moments), and the curvature in the tracer distribution, including cross terms (six second-order moments). With storage and transport of only zeroth-order moments this method is equivalent to a regular upstream algorithm. With zeroth-and first-order moments it can be shown to be equivalent to Russell and Lerner's [1981] least squares slopes scheme. The method described here applies directly to onedimensional transport in a three-dimensional grid. For a three-dimensional wind field the explicit approach would be to divide the grid box by successive partitioning into 23 subboxes and then simultaneously to transport seven of these subboxes into neighboring boxes. This method appears to be analytically tedious and computationally expensive for both storage and time requirements, but it might have advantages for vectorized computers with I/O (input/output) limitations.
The approach preferred here is to decompose threedimensional advection into three separate one-dimensional flows which act successively upon the evolving tracer distribution. Various names have been applied to this traditional technique: time splitting [Smolarkiewicz, 1983] , spatial leapfrog [Russell and Lerner, 1981] , and alternating direction [Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974] . This technique has been applied successfully to two-dimensional transport with second-order moments, as discussed in section 5, and to atmospheric threedimensional transport with first-order moments [Russell and Lerner, 1981] . Potentially, there is a great advantage in the method of alternating directions: concurrent or parallel processors may calculate advection in one-dimension independently (that is, simultaneously) for each set of grid values in the remaining dimensions. Figure 2c and has a  minimum value off(0.7) --9.6875.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE WITH FLUX

LIMITATION
Consider the following example of advection of a twodimensional distribution f(x, y) by the second-order moments method. Let two adjacent boxes, A and B, have equal volumes with unit dimensions (X = Y = 1). The tracer mixing ratio is
In order to maintain positive tracer concentrations, limits are placed on the high-order moments in terms of the total amount of tracer (zeroth moment). This approach leads to some internal diffusion but is not so far reaching as the algorithms used in other schemes to fill in negative tracer amounts from adjacent boxes [Mahlman and Moxim, 1978] . The limit procedure is outlined below in greater detail and for this case yields the new moments 
Sxy'= min[ + So, max (-So, Sxy)]
where the primed quantities have been corrected. While these manipulations may seem arbitrary, they are applied only in the most severe cases, as given in the example. Generally, the tracer distribution will evolve to a state where the limits imposed in (39) should not affect the moments. The second-order moments method may be applied without these limits if negative tracer concentrations can be accommodated.
ACCURACY, STABILITY, AND RESOLUTION
The accuracy and stability of the second-order moments method may be derived analytically for the case of uniform, one-dimensional transport over an equally spaced grid. Let the tracer distribution be decomposed into Fourier components and examine the advective transport of one such wave, f (x) = e"'" Examples of one-, two-, and three-dimensional uniform flows are presented in Figure 3 for the second-order moments method and its lower-order forms, the slopes method [Russell and Lerner, 1981] , and plain upstream advection. The discontinuous function (46) rapidly changes into a shape which the algorithm can accurately describe and transport across the grid. Subsequently, this quasi-static shape continues to evolve I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   _Z:•_ I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   i   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 1/2, 1/3, 1/6 for the (x, y, z) directions, and the advection was followed for 96 steps. The mixing ratio shown in Figure 3d is along an axis through the center of the cube.
slowly and stably. The slopes scheme is capable of resolving a step function with four to five grid points in one-dimension;
whereas the second-order moments method can maintain a step function with only two grid points. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the imposition of limits (39) adds only minor numerical diffusion.
Upstream methods have already been noted to do extremely well under conditions of noisy flow [Russell and Lerner, 1981] . As an additional test which includes divergent flows, the two-dimensional (i, j)-grid is considered as a checkerboard in which the "black" squares (i + j odd) collect mass from all neighboring "red" squares (i + j even) for several time steps, following which the process reverses. This oscillating two-point grid noise is imposed on top of the uniform flow used above and has an amplitude (50%) such that the density of each grid box varies by a factor of 2 over the cycle. As shown in Figure 2, such 
In this case the entire domain is limited by 0 < x < X and 0 < y < Y, and the amplitude a must be small enough so that no grid box acquires a negative density during the advective time step assigned to each dimension. Beginning with a uniform grid of total mass and tracer mixing ratio, advection according to (47) by the second-order moments method with operator splitting preserves the tracer uniformity to machine (13)(14) 3]/TS. The original, conelike distribution has a peak value of 1.00 with a radius of 15 grid units and is allowed to revolve 6 times. The dispersion error is the complement of the dispersion defined in Table 2 :1 -Y•f2(t)/y•f2(O). moments method with limits has errors of -0.05 at the central peak and less than + 0.02 everywhere else. These examples are restricted in scope; a more interesting test would examine the dispersion of tracer distribution in a realistic three-dimensional divergent flow. Russell and Lerner [1981] have compared the slopes (first-order moments) method with traditional second-and fourth-order differencing methods in several experiments, including a three-dimensional tracer model of the atmosphere. They find that slopes and fourth-order methods are equivalent for uniform grids but that the slopes method is superior for irregular grids (a common property in atmospheric models). As noted in section 5, the second-order moments scheme shares these advantages with the slopes scheme and should provide increased accuracy with significantly lower numerical diffusion (see Tables 2 and   3 ).
In summary, a new method for advection of trace species is presented and shown to be superior to most available methods in terms of accuracy, numerical diffusion, and computational cost. The method is based on conservation of the second-order moments of the tracer distribution about the center of mass in each grid box. The second-order moments method has, in addition, three characteristics which are useful when applied to atmospheric tracer models' positive tracer concentrations can be maintained, large time steps do not significantly reduce accuracy, and spatial and temporal fluctuations in grid box volumes are readily included.
